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So far...

You have learned how the internet came to be, and thought 
about what might be possible if more devices could connect to 
the internet.

We skipped a small part of the story - how do all these 
computers know how to talk to each other? They all run 
different operating systems, have different processors, 
different network chips, and so on.



Standards

A standard is an agreed way for something to be done.

Various computer industry bodies, usually working with 
governments, companies and other interested parties, have 
come up with many standards for communication over the 
internet.

The idea is that so long as all systems implement the standard 
way of communicating, the way they work on the inside 
doesn’t matter.

This is called an abstraction, and it is a very powerful tool in 
computer science.



The great thing about standards is there 
are so many to choose from...

http://xkcd.com/927 

http://xkcd.com/927


Communication Protocols

The essential inventions for the development of the internet 
were the TCP/IP protocols.

TCP - Traffic Control Protocol

IP - Internet Protocol

Together, they defined how computers should send packets of 
data to each other, and how they should be routed between 
machines, this allowed computers with different internal data 
formats and ways of working to talk to each other.

This approach also separates the encoding of the data from 
the physical medium (the wires, satellite links, etc.)



Networks:
OSI Model

The lowest layers specify the physical 
characteristics of a network link - 
voltages, signal frequencies and so on*. 
The top is the application layer. It just 
says “send this data to this computer”.

Each layer does not need to know about 
the ones above or below it. They are 
independent. It is an abstraction that 
makes networking very flexible and 
powerful.

You can invent a new system for one 
layer and not have to worry about the 
others.

So long as your application uses 
standards for these layers, it can talk to 
other applications. *IP over avian carriers: https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1149.txt

https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1149.txt


HTTP

The protocol we will use in this course is HTTP - the hypertext 
transfer protocol. It was invented for sending web pages across 
the Internet.

It is a simple and well-supported protocol that all our devices 
can use to talk to each other.

It usually runs on top of TCP/IP.

TCP/IP controls how the packets of data are sent over the 
network.

HTTP sets standards for what data should be in those packets.



Two ways to send a HTTP request

GET

GET /index.html HTTP/1.1
Host: www.example.com

Includes:

● URL requested
● Protocol version 

(HTTP/1.1)
● Host where URL is to be 

found

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext_Transfer_Protocol

POST

Works similarly to GET, but 
can send extra information.

For example:

● A username and some 
text to post a comment 
on a forum

● An image to upload for 
sharing

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext_Transfer_Protocol


HTTP Response to a GET

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Mon, 23 May 2005 22:38:34 
GMT
Content-Type: text/html; 
charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 138
Last-Modified: Wed, 08 Jan 2003 
23:11:55 GMT
Server: Apache/1.3.3.7 (Unix) 
(Red-Hat/Linux)
ETag: "3f80f-1b6-3e1cb03b"
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Connection: close

<html>
<head>
  <title>An Example Page</title>
</head>
<body>
  Hello World, this is a very simple 
HTML document.
</body>
</html>

The reply from the server 
has a header followed by the 
content.

The header includes a status 
code, which can be very 
important.

The content in this case is a 
HTML page - what HTTP was 
designed for.



Common HTTP status codes

200: OK

301: moved permanently (redirects)

404: not found

A web server uses these codes to let you know if everything is 
OK or not.

Most websites serve up a special page when a 404 error 
occurs. I’m sure you can find more:

https://github.com/404

https://www.kualo.co.uk/404

Full list of codes at:
https://httpstatuses.com/

https://github.com/404
https://www.kualo.co.uk/404
https://httpstatuses.com/


Activity 1: Make an app to send 
and receive HTTP requests

You can follow the instructions on your own, and ask for help 
if you need it.

First, create a new App Inventor project and choose a name.



Drag the “Web” component to the screen of your app. It will appear below the 
screen. This is the component that handles HTTP requests.



Add a button to the screen.
Rename it to “GetPageButton” and change the 
text to “Get Page”



Add a textbox to the 
screen.

Rename it to 
“ResponseText”

Adjust the height and 
width to around 50% 
each.

Tick the “Multiline” box.



Your app should look something like this. You can arrange the components 
however you like.



Add another TextBox for the URL (web 
address).

Rename it URLTextBox*, and change the text 
to “http://www.google.com”

* The names of these components don’t 
actually matter except to help you keep track 
of what they are and what you want them to 
do. It makes programming much easier if you 
don’t have to remember the difference 
between TextBox24 and TextBox27. It also 
means other people can understand your code 
better.

http://www.google.com


Go to the Blocks section and add the code above. 

When you click the button, it will send a HTTP GET request to the URL in the last 
textbox.

Test your app. Are there any errors? What happens when you click the button?



What happens when you click the button?  Nothing.

This is by design. Network requests take time to complete, and sometimes don’t 
complete at all. You don’t want your code to be sitting waiting for a reply, unable to 
do anything else.

App Inventor is event-driven to account for problems like this. Instead of waiting, 
and checking if there is a reply, then waiting some more, there is a better way.

When you get a reply to the HTTP request, App Inventor will automatically 
generate an event that you can use to run some more code.



The when Web1.GotText block runs when you get a reply to the GET request you 
previously sent on Web1.

In this case, it will set the contents of the big textbox to be the content of the HTTP 
response.

Tip: you can find the get responseContent block by hovering your mouse pointer 
over the responseContent rectangle in the header of the when Web1.GotText block.

Find this from here.



You should see some HTML code - the homepage of 
google.com - appear in the ResponseTextBox.

Change the URL to something else, such as 
http://www.spcs.edu.hk (remember the HTTP!) - do you see a 
different response?

This is the basics of how to send and receive data via HTTP. If 
your app works - well done! You’re an expert!

But can we do more with the data we receive?

Run the app - what do you get?

http://www.spcs.edu.hk


Open APIs

Many services provide an open API (Application Programming 
Interface) - a standard way of getting information from their 
services - over HTTP. This is a common way of sharing 
information for IoT services.

Type https://swapi.co/api/people/1/ into the URL box of your 
app. Get the page. What comes back? Change the 1 to a 2. 
Now what?

More open APIs here: 
https://shkspr.mobi/blog/2016/05/easy-apis-without-authentication/ 

Other open APIs:

Pokemon:
https://pokeapi.co/

Game of Thrones:
https://anapioficeandfire.com/

https://swapi.co/api/people/1/
https://shkspr.mobi/blog/2016/05/easy-apis-without-authentication/
https://pokeapi.co/
https://anapioficeandfire.com/


SWAPI - The Star Wars API

{
"name": "Luke Skywalker",
"height": "172",
"mass": "77",
"hair_color": "blond",
"skin_color": "fair",
"eye_color": "blue",
"birth_year": "19BBY",
"gender": "male",
"homeworld": 

"https://swapi.co/api/planets/1/",
"films": [

"https://swapi.co/api/films/2/",
"https://swapi.co/api/films/6/",
"https://swapi.co/api/films/3/",
"https://swapi.co/api/films/1/",
"https://swapi.co/api/films/7/"

],
"species": [

"https://swapi.co/api/species/1/"
],
"vehicles": [

The GET request didn’t 
return a web page, but a list 
of data from the Star Wars 
API.

The data is a list of names 
and values:
“name”:”value”

This is called a JSON object. 
(JavaScript Object Notation).

https://swapi.co/api/planets/1/
https://swapi.co/api/films/2/
https://swapi.co/api/films/6/
https://swapi.co/api/films/3/
https://swapi.co/api/films/1/
https://swapi.co/api/films/7/
https://swapi.co/api/species/1/


SWAPI - The Star Wars API

{
"name": "Luke Skywalker",
"height": "172",
"mass": "77",
"hair_color": "blond",
"skin_color": "fair",
"eye_color": "blue",
"birth_year": "19BBY",
"gender": "male",
"homeworld": 

"https://swapi.co/api/planets/1/",
"films": [

"https://swapi.co/api/film
s/2/",

"https://swapi.co/api/film
s/6/",

"https://swapi.co/api/film
s/3/",

"https://swapi.co/api/film
s/1/",

"https://swapi.co/api/film
s/7/"

We can use this to make a 
Star Wars character 
browser!

App Inventor has a built-in 
function for handling JSON 
objects, which can help us.

https://swapi.co/api/planets/1/
https://swapi.co/api/films/2/
https://swapi.co/api/films/2/
https://swapi.co/api/films/6/
https://swapi.co/api/films/6/
https://swapi.co/api/films/3/
https://swapi.co/api/films/3/
https://swapi.co/api/films/1/
https://swapi.co/api/films/1/
https://swapi.co/api/films/7/
https://swapi.co/api/films/7/


Add another label to your screen and rename it to “NameLabel”.

Use the code above to set NameLabel.text

Test your app again with https://swapi.co/api/people/1/ . 

Does it do what you expect? Does it work for /2/ and /3/?

https://swapi.co/api/people/1/


A list is just a long list of things, each can be accessed by their number. In a list of 
lists, each thing is itself a list of key and value pairs (indicated by the brackets):

Item 1: (name, Luke Skywalker)
Item 2: (birth_year, 19 BBY)
Item n: (key, value)
etc.

But the JSONTextDecode function returns these in a random order. We don’t know 
what number to use to get the information we need.



But the JSONTextDecode function returns these in a random order. We don’t know 
what number to use to get the information we need.

The look up in pairs function solves this problem. It knows how to 
understand the lists returned by JsonTextDecode, and lets us search by “key”. 

So we search for “name” and it returns the value of name, in this case, “Luke 
Skywalker”. Finally, we set the new label’s text to display the name.



But the JSONTextDecode function returns these in a random order. We don’t know 
what number to use to get the information we need.

The look up in pairs function solves this problem. It knows how to 
understand the lists returned by JsonTextDecode, and lets us search by “key”. 

So we search for “name” and it returns the value of name, in this case, “Luke 
Skywalker”. Finally, we set the new label’s text to display the name.

1. Get JSON response from server
2. Turn JSON into an AppInventor 

list of lists
3. Search the list of lists for the 

“name” data field and return the 
value of “name”

4. Display the name



Assignment  1 

A NEW APP

Update your app or make a new one so that you can:

Choose a character by number by typing a number in 
a textbox or  using arrows to click left and right

Display the character’s: Name, Height and Mass
Optional: hair colour, eye colour, skin colour, gender, 
birth year

EXTENSIONS

browse planets, starships, vehicles or films
display all data returned (for each item in list...)
add a themed interface
make a Pokemon or GoT browser instead.



Hints and tips

● Always rename your interface components to something 
meaningful when you add them to the screen.

● Use the text function “join” to add the number you want 
to the end of your URL before sending the request

● Remember you can create global variables to store data 
you want to keep around without displaying it on screen

● Get it working first, make the interface pretty later.
● Test at every step. Don’t do the whole thing and then test 

- you’ll never find the errors. Test, test and test again.
● Documentation: https://swapi.co/documentation
● Put your names on the screen of your app before 

uploading your .apk to Google Classroom.

https://swapi.co/documentation

